INTRODUCTION
An UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) is an autonomously controlled aircraft without a human pilot aboard. UAVs are usually deployed for military, industrial, business, etc. applications. They fulfill the tasks which are hard, expensive or dangerous for manned aircrafts. A large number of UAVs such as Global Hawk, Predator A/B, X-47A/Mariner, etc. are already applied for different tasks. They are drawing much attention from nations and companies. Their applications will be definitely promoted by upcoming cheaper and higher performance UAVs.
Today, some UAVs fly solely to carry out work assigned. However with more UAVs available, they may form wireless networks and work together for accomplishing complicate tasks. As other wireless networks, UAVs networks are also threatened for the shared communication medium.
UAVs networks face DOS attack, signal jamming attack, tempering and capturing attack, node outage attack, eavesdropping attack, etc. [1] . A DOS attack is any event that diminishes or eliminates a networks capacity to perform its expected function [2] . Jamming attack is a kind of DOS attack, which is defined as a malicious attack whose objective is to disrupt the message receiving at the receiver side. It can be used towards almost all wireless networks, e.g. UAVs [3] , ZigBee, 802.15.4, Mica-2 [4] , IEEE 802.11 [5] , IEEE 802.11p [6] , IEEE 802.15.4a [7] , Cognitive Radio Networks [8] , etc. are prone to such attack.
Security is always a key topic about wireless network. For securing the networks against jamming attacks, detection techniques schemes [2, 5, 6, 8] and countermeasures [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] were presented in some literatures. In [5] , DOS attacks detection in IEEE 802.11 networks was studied, and a robust nonparametric detection mechanism for the CSMA/CA media-access control layer DOS attacks was presented. In [5] the authors studied the modeling and detecting jamming attacks against smart grid wireless networks. They designed a Jamming Attack Detection based on Estimation scheme to achieve robust jamming detection. In [6] , a real-time detector of jamming DOS attacks in VANET platoons was proposed. In [2] , the artificial sensitive ants were introduced and a defense mechanism is constructed based on them. In [8] , an intrusion detection system was presented, which uses non-parametric cumulative sum as the change point detection algorithm to discover the abnormal behavior due to attacks.
Countermeasures are also provided for protecting the wireless communication from jamming attacks. The authors of [9] introduced MoteSec-Aware secure mechanism for wireless sensor networks. A Virtual Counter Manager (VCM) is used to detect the replay and jamming attacks, and the Key-Lock Matching (KLM) method is adopted to prevent unauthorized access. In [10] , the authors developed a control-theoretic framework for modeling and analyzing control channel jamming attacks and network defenses in cyber-physical systems. In [11] , for mitigating the jamming attacks, the authors developed three schemes that prevent real-time packet classification by combining cryptographic primitives with physical-layer attributes. Three agents are designed in [12] for monitoring the packet reception, detecting attacks and restoring the network from the ongoing attacks respectively. Authors of [7] provided modifications to IEEE 802.15.4a and implementing a countermeasure on energy-detection receivers used by honest devices, allow honest devices to reduce the effectiveness of distance decreasing relay attacks.
Researchers also pay much attention to the jamming attack strategies intending to cause maximal damage. Authors of [7] presented malicious prover (internal) and distance decreasing relay (external) for attacking IEEE 802.15.4a networks. In [13] , a heuristic algorithm for an efficient jamming strategy is introduced for jamming wireless sensor networks. Motion strategies is provided in [3] for an jammer to disrupt the communication between a pair of UAVs. An optimal jamming energy allocation scheme was presented analytically in [14] . The authors of [15] studied the problem of using multi jammers to do damage to the UAVs network. They introduced Triangle method and GA (Genetic Algorithm) based method for the jamming of UAVs network.
Different form above literatures, this paper focuses on improving the efficiency of jammers for attacking UAVs networks. The main work is to search appropriate location for jammers. It looks like an easy job. Actually, it's a very challenging work and we will explain it in detail. Our contributions include:
(1) We introduce PSO algorithm in jamming attacks against UAVs networks and present a jamming method name PSO method.
(2) We find PSO method does not perform as well as expected. So provide AMN-PSO method which improves the PSO method by a) using a new metrics like AJFL and NJRL for evaluating the fitness of particles; b) adopting Tabu area concept to construct AMN-PSO jamming method. AMN-PSO method tries to search location leading to highest NJRL and assign it to a jammer at each iteration step. Then The AJRLs which already covered by jammers will be marked to avoid searching for them again. The NJRL will be recalculated by counting the uncovered AJRLs. The considered UAVs network architecture, jamming power to signal power ratios (JSR) model and UAVs networks jamming problem are introduced in Section 2. PSO jamming is introduced and PSO jamming method is presented in Section 3. New metrics for computing fitness is defined and AMN-PSO jamming method is provided in Section 4. Comprehensive simulations are carried out and the results are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
II. JAMMING PROBLEM STATEMENT
UAVs carry out tasks in specified areas. In this paper, we assume UAVs work in a cylindrical task area as shown in Figure 1 . The cylinder's radius and height are set to 20km and 9km
respectively. The altitude range of the cylinder is from 3km to 12km. The jamming power to signal power ratio at the receiver determines the degree to which jamming will be successful. The Nicholson JSR models at the receiver's antenna are defined in [16] . 
The condition that a UAV's communication link for receiving data from another UAV is jammed can be represented as Inequality(3).
A jammer will disrupt the receiving link of a UAV, if Inequality (3) holds. At normal cases, UAVs don't change their transmission power 
The total effect is the sum of jamming effects of all links, and is denoted as
Therefore, the objective function for jammers is to maximize z . The jamming problem can be modeled as: (5), we know the jamming effect is tightly related to the distance between jammers and UAVs. The UAVs is assumed under control of the adversary commander which is different from the jammers side. So we cannot change the UAVs' locations from the jammers' side, i.e. TR D is out of our control. We assume we can control the motion of jammers. A jammer may be placed on a location which let Equality (3) jammers, to our best knowledge there is no analytical solutions or it is very hard to reach such solutions. So we do not think it is an easy job to find the best locations for jammers.
III. PSO JAMMING METHOD a. Standard PSO algorithm
PSO is introduced as an evolutionary computation technique by Eberhart and Kennedy [17] in 1995. It is based on social science and computer science fundamental disciplines. The term "particle" refers to population members which are mass-less and volume-less (or with an arbitrarily small mass or volume) and are subject to velocities and accelerations towards a better mode of behavior [18] . All the particles form a colony. Each particle flies through the problem hyperspace with given velocity, and adjusts its velocity according to the historical best positions of itself and its neighborhood. With such a movement, it may find an optimal or near-optimal position which is the solution of the problem. Here, we consider jammers as the particle, and use standard PSO algorithm to search locations for them. ( UAVs and jammers are moving in a 3-dimensional real number space. In the real number space, each individual possible solution can be modeled as a particle that moves through the problem hyperspace [18] . The position of each particle is determined by the vector PSO method initializes iteration number s to 1 and the best fitness value best f to 0 in step P2 and P6. Each particle is assigned a random location and a random velocity from step P2 to P4.
Step Xs, and the value is saved to variable f , in step P9. If f is better than the best value of particle i , then the best location of particle i is set to particle i 's current location, in step P10. If f is better than the best value of all particles, then the global best location is set to particle i 's current location, in step P11.
Step P12 and P13 update the location and velocity of particle i .
Step P14 and P15 c. Computational complexity
Step from P2 to P18 is used to search a location for a jammer. The computational complexity from P3 to P5 is (the number of particles). Function () () 
P15.
( 1) 
IV. AMN-PSO (ACHIEVING MAXIMAL NJRL BASED ON PSO ALGORITHM) a. Analysis
As previously descripted, PSO jamming method may not perform well. In this section, we introduce AJRL and NJRL to compute the fitness of each particle and borrow the Tabu concept for avoiding coving links repeatedly.
If a jammer moves towards a UAV, the distance between them, i.e.
JR D , will decrease. When a jammer get close enough to a UAV, Inequality(4) holds, the UAV cannot get packets from the transmitter successfully. We define AJRL (Area for jamming a receiving link) to represent the scope in which the receive link from a UAV to the targeted UAV is disrupted by a jammer. When a jammer is placed at a certain location, it may locate in zero, one, two or more AJRL s. NJRL (Number of jammed receiving links) represents the number of receiving links jammed by a jammer on a specific position. NJRL will be different if jammer is placed at different position. As shown in Figure 2 , NJRL of a point may be 0,1,2,3… which depends on the point's location. ) point is used to calculate the fitness of a point in Algorithm 1. It is straight and easy. But the shortcoming is obvious that we do not know whether a receiving link is cover by a jammer or not. With AJRL and NJRL metrics, it is easy to get the covering information without any further computation. It also provides space to adopt 'Tabu' concept in the PSO algorithm.
Using NJRL metric, we need to compute all NJRLs in each iteration. Then we can choose a location for a jammer with highest NJRL value. All AJRLs covered by this jammer will be marked to avoid assigning another jammer repeatedly. The algorithm ends till all jammers are assigned locations.
b. AMN-PSO jamming Method
The AMN-PSO jamming method is shown in Algorithm 2. Firstly, function AJRL() is called to generate all AJRLs in step H1. Then PSO algorithm is used to search the best locations for a jammer. The PSO algorithm has particles and will run iterations (from step H3 to H14).
During each iteration, the particle's fitness value f will be computed (step H5). From step H6 to H11, if f is better than the particle's local best fitness or the global best fitness, then f will replace these values and the particle's location will be saved as the local best or the global best locations.
Step H12 and H13 update the particle's location and velocity. Following them, step H14 and H15 limit the particle's speed to min is set to 500. The particle number is set to be equal to the number of jammers. To evaluate the performance of a jamming method, the ratio of jammed links to total links (RJL) is used. It is computed from , , , , JammedLink / Link
The simulation results are shown in from Figure 3 to Figure 8 . Five jamming methods are included in the simulations. Random, GA and Triangle jamming methods come from [15] . PSO and AMN-PSO jamming methods is newly presented by this paper. We can easily draw following conclusions from simulation result figures. When the value of parameter c is small (lower than 0.4), the RPL is increasing rapidly with the increasing number of jammers, as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . When the value of parameter c is big(larger than 0.4), as shown in Figure 5 , Figure 6 , Figure 7 and Figure 8 , the RPL is also increasing with the increasing number of jammers. But the rate of increase in RPL slows down.
When c is big (larger than 0.4), there is likely a threshold j m of the number of jammers. If jammer may disrupt more links and the overall RPL also increases. Figure 9 and Figure 10 clearly show the ascending trend of RPL with increasing value of c . Figure 9 and Figure 10 give out the RPLs of methods jamming a network with 40 UAVs, 6 jammers and a network with 60UAVs, 9 jammers respectively. c. Result 3: at most cases, PSO method performs worst among these 5 jamming methods.
From Figure 3 to Figure 8 we see, at most cases, the results provided by PSO jamming method are bad and unacceptable. The only exception is that there are a small number (less than 3) of jammers available for the jamming attack. At this case, PSO method does as well as other methods, or even better. However, if more jammers (more than 3) are available, the performance of PSO method is very low. Following two paragraphs explain the reason why PSO method performs worse than others. When using PSO jamming method, in each iteration, a location with maximal disrupted links will be selected for a jammer. Then next location will be selected for another at next iteration. All jammers will be assigned with locations through this process. For some locations found in different iterations may be similar, if jammers are assigned with these locations, each jammer may achieve its maximal jamming effect as alone. But as a whole the jammers may not output good result. Several jammers may yield RPL similar to one or two jammers. Therefore, in PSO jamming method, some jammers may only do the work which is already done by others. If we stand on the side of jammers, we regard that they have little contribution to the jamming attract and they are just wasting energy.
In Random method, the locations for jammers are randomly generated. The probability of two or more jammers share a similar location is low. So each jammer may not cover different communication links. In GA method, the locations for jammers are optimized as a whole. When The reason is 1) AMN-PSO adopts the PSO algorithm and uses Tabu search concept to improve it. PSO algorithm can find a optimal or suboptimal location for a jammer; 2) AJRL and NJRL are defined for implementing the Tabu area. When a jammer is assigned a location, the ARJLs it covered will be removed. Then the PSO algorithm search next location for next jammer. The next jammer will not try to cover the ARJLs already covered. So each jammer ties to cover the uncovered AJRLs and avoiding locating in the AJRLs already covered by other jammers. Therefore, as a whole, the jammers in AMN-PSO output better RPL than in other methods. PSO jamming method is directly use PSO algorithm to search locations for jammers. Because all locations of jammers are not considered integrally, the overall jamming effect is not as good as expected. Even Random jamming method has better performance than PSO jamming method. Figure 3 to Figure 8 , AMN-PSO method does best at most cases. After the problem is formulated, we introduce PSO algorithm to solve it and present a jamming method named PSO method. The jammers are seen as particles directly. During each iteration, a location with maximal fitness will be selected for a jammer. When all jammers get assigned, the algorithm stops. We found PSO method does not output expected results. So concept from Tabu search is adopted to improve the method and a new method named AMN-PSO is constructed. In AMN-PSO method, AJRL and NJRL are defined to estimate the fitness of each particle. The These results are interesting and constructive for jamming UAVs network. Here we focus on attacking UAVs network, but these results also can be applied in other wireless networks. To our best knowledge, AMN-PSO performs best on the jamming problem till now. We hope this paper may attract researches to solve the jamming problem and expect better performance.
